Important Updates
for SeaLife DC250, DC300 and DC310 Digital Cameras
This information supersedes the information contained in the user instruction manual

1) SD memory card precautions
We strongly advise using SanDisk, Panasonic or Toshiba brand SD memory cards. Any megabyte size from these brands is acceptable. These three companies are the co-developers of the SD card technology and conform to the SD standard communication format. These brands have been tested and approved by SeaLife cameras.

Any SD memory card can become damaged and result in corrupt or lost images. SeaLife does not cover the SD memory card under warranty or assume any liability or consequential damage resulting from lost or corrupt images.

Carefully read the SD memory card manufacturers precautions and care instructions. Make sure camera power is turned off when inserting or removing memory card. Avoid exposing SD card to temperature extremes, direct sunlight, external force, static electricity, electrical/magnetic interference and moisture. Reformat card on a regular basis. Caution: Reformatting the memory card will erase all contents.
2) Avoid applying shock or external force to the LCD button

Avoid applying shock or external force to the LCD button. Excessive force or dropping the camera on the LCD button may result in damaging the inner camera. Remove the inner camera from the housing before transporting or storing.